
TARGET PRACTICE

1. is synonymous with the last name of a legendary archer
RUFFIAN (Hood) / DIVULGE (Tell) 
2. anagrams to a name for the bow-wielding heroine of a hit 2012 �lm
VENEERED (Everdeen) / ADMIRE (Merida)
3. is a comic book archer’s secret identity surname with the last letter changed
BARTOK (Clint Barton=Hawkeye) / QUEER (Oliver Queen = Green arrow)
4. is a name given to the animated television character “Archer”
DUCHESS / STERLING
5. is a non-human archer when given new vowels (not necessarily in the same spot)
LEGALESE (Legolas) / COPIED (Cupid)
6. has a letter bank that’s a Greek �gure identi�ed as the archer Sagittarius
CROSSCUTS (Crotus) / CHRONIC (Chiron)
7. could have a letter added internally to become a synonym for “archer”
SAUCER (Saucier) / PETER (Perter)

MARKSMANSHIP

Final message is determined by the unique single letters that split each bigram to make a new word at each step. In given brigram order: 

TARGET:  Accomplishment / Awful fate / Cheers’s Roger / Downhill racer / Laugh riot / Lean and strong / Prompted / Strap / Tote / Twinge

FIRST ARROW:  Asian stew / Canines, en masse / Colors anew / Dinged / Groping / Hair amount? / Keep / Napa site / Quenched / Twirly

ARCHERY SOLUTION - THE PRINCESS BRIDE

Answers to the three puzzles are shown. Per the Marksmanship solution, use the cipher from the cryptolist (all 
de�nitions of “bow”) to encode the untargeted target words HUSK/INMOST/TWINES to spell THEP/RINCES/SBRIDE. 

ACKNOWLEDGE APPLAUSE

VESSEL’S FRONT

GIFT BOX FROUFROU

ACQUIESCE

JASCHA HEIFETZ’S STICK

SEX SYMBOL CLARA

PROJECTING WINDOW TYPE

COVENT GARDEN STREET

EYEGLASSES PART

SIMPLE CURVE

NECKWEAR KNOT

CHOOSE THE RIGHT BOW

(ha)T(E)F(ul) (pa)W(N)I(ng) (sl)A(C)K(ed) (de)N(O)T(ed) (cu)R(D)L(ed)

(re)D(E)Y(es) (re)T(R)A(in) (do)G(E)D(om) (ho)T(S)P(ot) (wi)N(T)E(ry)
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